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On Homomorphic Images of Rational Stochastic Languages 
PAAVO TURAKAINEN 
Department ofMathematics, University of Oulu, Linnanmaa, Oulu, Finland 
It is shown that a language is recursively enumerable if and only if it is a 
homomorphic image of a language belonging to a proper subfamily of all rational 
stochastic languages. Consequently, the homomorphic images of rational 
stochastic languages form the full principal AFL of all recursively enumerable 
languages. If only A-free homomorphisms are used, then the result is an inter- 
section-closed AFL, the languages of which are accepted by deterministic l near 
bounded automata. Rational multistochasfic automata and rational asyn- 
chronous stochastic sequential machines are machine models for these two 
AFLs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the preceding papers (Turakainen, 1973, •975), we introduced two 
families of multistochastic languages, which were denoted by £~a and .Z 'a. 
We proved that a language belongs to ffa (resp. 5¢) if and only if it is obtained 
by a homomorphism (resp. h-free homomorphism) from a stochastic 
language. We also found some closure properties of these families, but the 
questions concerning intersection, eatenation, and eatenation closure are 
still open (see the remark at the end of the paper). In this paper, we will give 
a more complete answer to the closure problems of the subfamilies of £J¢ 
and ~a, which are obtained by using those multistochastic automata in which 
the probabilities are rational numbers. These subfamilies ~q'~raat nd 5¢rat 
consist of the languages that are obtained by homomorphisms (resp. A-free 
homomorphisms) from rational stochastic languages. 
We will prove that ~q~raat is the family of all reeursively enumerable 
languages. In fact, we show that every recursively enumerable anguage is 
a homomorphic image of a language belonging to an intersection-closed 
pre-AFL, which is properly included in the family of rational stochastic 
languages. Note that this family is a proper subfamily of £~aDcs by which 
we mean the family of languages accepted by deterministic linear bounded 
automata. This implies that £~ara, _C.LPDcs, but we do not know if the inclusion 
is proper. We do not even know whether or not all (deterministic) context-free 
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languages are in ~rat. We will prove that oWrat is an AFL  closed under 
intersection and A-free substitution. The problem concerning complemen- 
tation remains open. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In what follows, Xo~ will be an infinite set of symbols, and every alphabet 
will be a finite subset of it. The notions of a pre-AFL, semi-AFL, (full) AFL, 
and (full) principal AFL  are defined as in Ginsburg and Greibach 
(1969, 1970), Ginsburg et al. (1969), and Greibach (1972). For any language 
family 5¢ we use the following notation: 
~vga(£p) = {h(L) [L ~ ~,  h is a homomorphism}, 
o¢¢'(~o) = {h(L) [ L ~ ~o, h is a A-free homomorphism}, 
~q~ = {X* - -  L I L ~ ~,  L _C X*}. 
The families of context-free, context-sensitive, and recursively enumerable 
languages are denoted by -~cF, ~CCcs, and ~RE. By ~CPDc s we denote the 
family of languages accepted by deterministic linear bounded automata. 
A rational pseudostochastic automaton over an alphabet X is an ordered 
quadruple A ~ (S, M, ~r, f ) ,  where S is the finite set of states, M is a 
mapping assigning to each letter x ~ X an n × n matrix with rational entries 
(n ----- [ S I), ~ and fT  are 1 × n vectors with rational components. I f ~ is a 
stochastic vector, each M(x) (x ~ X)  is a stochastic matrix, and i f f  consists 
of O's and l 's only, then A is called a rational stochastic automaton. 
For each rational stochastic automaton A, and for each rational number ~/, 
we consider the languages 
{P ~ X*  I pA(P) = 71}, {P ~ X* [ pA(P) v~ •}, {P ~ X* [ pA(P) > ~1}, 
where PA is the word-function generated by A. The family of all languages 
of the first type is denoted by ~L~ a. The second and the third types form the 
families ~¢ and ~c8, respectively. I f all rational pseudostochastic automata 
are used, then we obtain exactly the same families, because we may always 
assume that ~/ = 0 and then use the fact that for every rational pseudo- 
stochastic automaton A, there exists a rational stochastic automaton B such 
that 
pA(P) = ablel(pB(P ) + c) for every P ~ X + 
where a > 0, b > 0, and c are constants (see Turakainen, 1969a, 1974; or 
Carlyle and Paz, 1971). 
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3. THE FAMILY ~(~)  
It is known that #~v C f¢5¢ and ~ C fqA v C AVDCS, where the inclusions 
are proper. The fact that ~v  C ~DCS has been established by Phan Dinh DiSu 
(1971). The inclusion is proper, because all context-free languages are not 
stochastic. The families d~ and ~.LP are incomparable, i.e., d~ - -  ~o~ v @ q~ 
and ~5¢ - -  #~q~ @ ~b. ~o is an intersection-closed AFL, but ~ has very 
weak closure properties. For example, it is not closed under (A-free) 
homomorphism (Turakainen, 1970). On the other hand, it is closed under 
complementation (Turakainen, 1969b). We may now write the following 
inclusions: 
~(~e)  _c ~(~e)  _c ~eDcs, 
~ = ~(~)  c ~¢~ c ~(~e)  _c ~(~)  _c ~f~E. 
The family ~q~ is closed under union and intersection. It  is not closed 
under complementation, (A-free) homomorphism, eatenation, and catenation 
closure (Turakainen, 1971). But what we need is the fact that it is an inter- 
section-closed pre-AFL. This implies that ~(~)  is an AFL  closed under 
intersection and A-free substitution. These results follow from two theorems 
in Ginsburg et al. (1969), because ~ = ~ .  
Let L be a language over an alphabet X, and let h be a homomorphism 
on X*. Then h is said to be A-limited on L if there is a number k such that the 
conditions PQR ~L and h(Q) = A imply I Q [ < k. I f  ] h(x)[ = 1 for every 
x ~ X, then h is length-preserving. 
Define 
~a_lim(~Cf) ~ {h(L) ] L e ~Cf, h is a A-limited homomorphism on L}, 
~(~¢¢)  = {h(L) [L e .£f, h is a length-preserving homomorphism}. 
Then ~(d~)= ~fa_aim(d~£f)= 5~fz~(d~£f) (see Ginsburg et aL, 1969). 
Thus, we have obtained the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. j/go(~o) = J~- l im(#~)  = j~o(#~o) _C ~q°DCS . j~(#~f)  is 
an AFL that is closed under intersection and A-free substitution. 
We will now prove one of our main results. 
THEOREM 2. 5~f(d~f) --~ 5(f(~f~) ~ ~fDCS" Thus, the closure of the family 
of rational stochastic languages under A-free homomorphisms is an AFL that is 
closed under intersection and A-free substitution. 
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Proof .  Since g c~o C N~o, it suffices to show that f#~ __ J¥(d~oo-W). There- 
fore, assume thatL c f¢~o. There exists a rational pseudostochastic automaton 
-// =(S ,  3/ i ,%f)  such that L -={PeX* IpA(P)>O},  ~r =(1 ,0  ..... 0), 
the matrices M(x)  are stochastic, and ]pA(P) I  < 1 for every P eX*  
(Turakainen, 1969a). The elements of each matrix M(x)  and o f f  are of the 
form k in  where n > 0 and k are integers. Let m be the least common multiple 
of all denominators n. Then, for every P e X* ,  there exists an integer t such 
that pA(P)  = t/mlPl +r and 1 t] < mlP[+l. Thus, I p~(P) ]  has an m-adic 
expansion 
l PA(P ) I  = . toq "'" tlel (0 ~< ti % m).  (1) 
Let X~ = {0, 1,.. . ,  m - -1}  be an alphabet of m letters such that 
X 6~ Xm = ~.  Now consider an arbitrary word of the form ioXlilx~i 2 " .  xk i~,  
where k >/0 ,  iv ~ X~,  and xa e X. (For k = 0, the word is i 0 .) There exists 
a three-state rational stochastic automaton B over X.~ such that  pB(ioi l  "" i~) = 
• ioil "'" ik (m-adic expansion) and pB(;~) = 0 (Salomaa, 1969). It  is easy to see 
that there exist two rational pseudostochastic automata A 1 and B 1 over 
X k3 X~ such that, for any word of the above form, we have 
p~l ( iox j l  "'" x~i~) = pA(XlX2 "'" Xl~), 
pBa( iox j l  " " " x~i~) = pB( ioil , " " i~). 
Furthermore, there exists a rational pseudostochastic automaton C over 
X t3 X,~ such that Pc = PA x - -  PBI • Consequently, we have 
Pc(  iox~i~ " " " x~ik) = p A( x~x2 " " x~) - -  .ioi~ " " i~ . (2) 
Let L c be the language 
L c = {P  e (X  ~3 X~)*  ]pc (P )  = 0). 
Now we make the following conclusions. If x lx  2 "" xl: eL ,  then by (1), 
pA(x lx2  ...  x~) = .ioi ~ ..,  i~ for some numbers i, e {0, 1,..., m -- 1} at least one 
of which is :/=0. Thus, pc( ioX j1  "" xk ik )= 0, i.e., ioxli  1 "" xk ieeL  c . 
Conversely, if iox~i 1 "" xj~i~ e L c and if at least one of the letters i~ is different 
from 0, then by (2), we have pA(x lx  ~ . . . x~)= .ioi ~. . . i~ ,  > 0, Thus, 
x lx  2 "" x~ eL .  These considerations indicate that L = h(L1) where 
L~ = Lc  n X , , (XX , , ) *  c~ (X  U Xm)* (X ,~ - -  {0})(X U X,,3* 
and h is the homomorphism h(x)  = x (x e X) ,  h( i )  = A (i  e X~) .  Since L c is 
643/3o]x-8 
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in d~ q~ and e~°£¢ is closed under intersection, it follows that L 1 is in o~oW. By 
Theorem 1, this implies that L is in 3f'(d~S¢), because L = h(L1) and h is 
,~-limited on L 1 . Consequently, we have N~¢ C ~(d~a) ,  which completes 
the proof. 
Remark. We do not know whether or not the inclusion ~((#oW) C ~ncs  
is proper. Also the problem of whether ~aCF is a subfamily of ~(N~,o) is open. 
Since ~CF is a principal AFL generated by the Dyck set D~ over the alphabet 
{al,  a2, al '  , a2' } (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1970), it follows that ~°cF C Wd(fgSq) 
if and only if D 2 ~ ~%#'((45¢). 
Since ~( (¢~)  is an intersection-closed AFL, we conclude that it is not 
contained in any full-bounded AFL  (Goldstine, 1972). (A full AFL  is called 
full-bounded iff it is fully generated by some set of bounded languages.) 
This implies that, for example, the AFL  generated by the languages 
{ w~bnc'~ I n >/0} and {a~b ~ I m > n} is properly contained in Yd(ff~L*°). 
It will be seen below that ~,~(NS(~) is a proper subfamily of Jda(f¢~) and 
that ~(~¢~)  is the full principal AFL  5eRE having a full generator in d~q °. 
We do not know whether or not d/d(~g~q o) is a principal AFL. 
EXAMPLES. We present some examples of nonstochastic languages 
belonging to ~(.~2,¢). 
Let L be the language I,) akb(a*b) * a~b where the union is taken over all 
values of k. Then L is in 6%~¢ (Turakainen, 1971), which implies that the 
languages L{a, b}* and L* are in ~(f¢~o). These two languages are not 
stochastic (Turakainen, 1971). 
Let u, v, and w be any integers such that 0 < u < v < w. Then the 
following languages are in (45q: 
L 1 = {amb'~cnimu > h ~ > 0}, L 2 = {ambkc~[k v > n ~ > 0}. 
This implies that the languagesL 1 k9 L 2 andL 1 ¢3 L 2 are in 3¢'(N~). They are 
not stochastic (Lapin~, 1974). (Thus, Lapin~ has found a new, very nice proof 
for the fact that the family of stochastic languages is not closed under union 
and intersection.) 
Finally, consider the language 
L 3 ~ {PcQPR ] P, Q, R e {a, b}*} 
over the alphabet {a, b, c}. It is not stochastic (Phan Dinh Di~u, 1972), but it 
belongs to ~(N~c~o). This is seen as follows. L 8 can be written in the form 
L a = s({PcP I P E {a, b}*}){a, b}* 
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where s is the t-free regular substitution s(a) = {a}, s(b) = {b}, s(c) = c{a, b}*. 
By using the three-state three-adic rational stochastic automaton over the 
alphabet {1, 2} generating the word-functionp(P) = .P (three-adic expansion), 
it can be verified that there exist two rational stochastic automata A and B 
for which 
(pA(P) -- p~(P))(PcQ) = .P -- .Q whenever P, Q ~ {1, 2}*. 
Now .P --  .Q = 0 if and only if Q =- P. This implies that the language 
{PcP 1 P E {a, b}*} is in d~G a. Consequently, L a is in ~(qfG°). In the same 
manner, it can be verified that, for any alphabet X, the languages {PP [ P e X*} 
and {PQPR I P, Q, R e X*} are in Yf(f~Ga). 
Since we do not know whether or not #f(N~o) is closed under complemen- 
tation, we consider for a moment the family ~3f(NG°) .  It  is a pre-AFL, 
because o~f'(f~q-q~) is an AFL. Furthermore, it is closed under intersection, 
because 
(G*  - G)  n (G*  - G)  = ( (G  u G)*  - (L~ u G))  n (G  c~ G)* -  
This implies that ~f°(~-~d/t~(f~)) is an intersection-closed AFL. 
Since 6~G a C ~-~Ga _C ~-~(d°~°), we have 
~(~e)  c ~(~(~o) )  c ~cs  
where the last inclusion follows from the fact that ~f(f~G a) C ~Dcs and GaDcs 
is an AFL  closed under complementation. I  the same manner we see that, 
for any i > 0, 
where we define 
~(~se)  = ~(~e) ,  
THEOREM 3. ~(cd~,¢)_C ~( f f~f ' )  C--- C ~°DC s . I f  for some i, S/~/+I(.~L.~) 
2/f~(f~), then ~(ffG~o) = ~( f f~) fo r  every j > i. 3f(f~S~) is closed under 
complementation if and only if ~-~2/f(~ a) is closed under length-preserving 
homomorphisms. 
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4. THE FAMILY ~a(~Cp) 
The family #fa(N5~) is characterized by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. The family NSfl contains a language Lg such that every 
recursively enumerable language L is of the form L = h(h~l(Lg) n R) for some 
homomorphisms h and hi ,  and for some regular language R. Jfa(N~Lr') = 
~f~( N~)  = 5~RE , and 2/fa( N~ ct~) is a full principal AFL having a ful l  generator 
in ~5¢. (Cf. Theorem 7.) 
Proof. Since ~d¢ C ~cP C ~qPRE, we have ~vd~a(d~) _C J t~a(~)  _C 5°RE. 
If we had to prove the equalities Jg'a(d~5~) = JC'a(~S¢) = ~°RE only, it 
would be sufficient o show that ~qVRF. C ~a(g~G°). This could be done by 
verifying that #L'a(d~G.q p) is an intersection-closed full AFL containing the 
language L' = {a~b n I n >/0}. (In fact, L' is in d~. )  This would imply that 
~RE _C Xa(d~G°), because by the results of Hartmanis and Hopcroft (1970), 
~cPRE is the smallest intersection-closed full AFL containing the language L'. 
However, we proceed as follows. 
Since 3f'a(d~oL.cP) _C ~q~aE, it suffices to show that the first assertion of the 
theorem is true. Therefore, let L be an arbitrary language in ~RE • By Baker 
and Book (1974), L = h~(L~ n L2) for some linear context-free languages L~, 
L~ and for some homomorphism h 1 . On the other hand, every linear context- 
free language is of the form h2(h~l(Lo) c~ R1) where R 1 is a regular language 
and 
L 0 = {P mi(P) I P e {a, b}*} 
(mi(P) denotes the mirror image of P). In fact, the family of linear context- 
free languages is a full semi-AFL generated by L 0 . By using the identity 
h(L') n L" = h(L' n h-l(L")) this implies that 
L = h(g-~(Lo) n g~-a(Lo' ) n R), 
where h, g l ,  and g2 are homomorphisms, R is a regular language, and 
L o' = {P mi(P) ! P ~ {c, d}*} (a, b, c, and d are four different letters). On the 
other hand, 
g;a(Lo) n g~(Lo' ) -- g-a(Shuffle(Lo, Lo')) 
where 
Shuffle(Lo, Lo') = {PIQI "'" PnQ, ] PI "" P~ ~ Lo , Qx "" Q,  e Lo' } 
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and g(x) = gl(x) ge(x). Thus, we find that 
r = h(g-l(Shuffle(Lo, Lo')) m R). 
Now it suffices to show that Shuffle(L0, Lo' ) is in g~.  
We know that the language L' = {P E{a, b}* lP  = mi(P)} is in o~ag ° 
(Phan Dinh I)ieu, 1972). This implies that L o is in R~,  because 
L o = L' n ({a, b}2) *. Consequently, the language Shuffle(L0, L0' ) is in g~g,e, 
because ~G, qf is closed under intersection and inverse homomorphism, and 
Shuffle(Lo, Lo' ) = h-~(Lo) m hTa(Lo'), 
where 
ha(a ) = a, h~(b) = b, ha(c ) = h,(d) = A, 
ha(c) = c, h2(d) = d, h~(a) = h~(b) = A. 
This completes the proof. 
5. MACHINE CHARACTERIZATIONS 
Multistochastic automata (nasa), asynchronous stochastic sequential 
machines (sm), and language families ~qf, ~a,  Gpsm, and ~sAm are defined as 
in Turakainen (1975). By rational rosa and sin, we mean msa and sm in which 
the probabilities are rational numbers. If only rational cut-points are used, 
then the corresponding language families are denoted by ~°rat, ~gq~at, 
~m(rat),  and ~°asm(rat ). 
It was established in Turakainen (1973, 1975) that ;,~¢g(~) = ~ = G°sm 
and ~a(£~1)= ~a= ~5~°~m, where ~c 1 denotes the family of stochastic 
languages. The same proof can be used for rational msa and sm also. In this 
manner, we get the following machine characterizations for the families 
d/F(~Gf) and £aRE(d(~a(ffG*' ) = ~gaRE ). 
THEOREM 5. d / t ° (~)  = Jga(~ Cf) ----- ~d'rat = ~sm(rat), 
Since ~(N£q)  and jga(ff~a) are closed under intersection, Theorems 15 
and 16 of Turakainen (1975) give the following result. 
THEOREM 6. A rational (A-free) stochastic sequential transducer with a 
rational cut-point maps any language of ~RE (resp. ~(f~Sg)) to a language in 
5eRE (resp. ~ff¢~e)). 
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We showed in Turakainen (1973) that every language in ~oa is obtained 
from a stochastic language by erasing from its words the occurences of two 
letters. The same proof is valid for rational automata lso. Thus, we have the 
following theorem (cf. Theorem 4). 
THEOREM 7. Every recursively enumerable language L C_ X*  is of the form 
h(L1) where L~ is a rational stochastic language over X t3 {e, d} (c, d ~ X)  and 
h(c) -~ h(d) = A, h(x) = x for every x ~ X.  
Remark. M. Soittola (private communication) showed recently that 5¢ a 
is the family of all languages. In fact, he proved that every language L _C X* 
is of the form h(L1) where L 1 _C Xt3{c})* is a stochastic language and h is the 
honlomorphism h(c) -~ A, h(x) = x for every x ~ X. 
R~CEIVED: April 4, 1975 
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